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THE idea



In the mid/post-Covid19 world, more and more 

companies are moving to a partial model of 

working from home, and renting offices in 

shared workspaces is becoming commonplace.

Houston, we have a problem…



➔ Require shared resources, with high demand.

➔ Socialisation and Communication between 

people from different companies and industries.

Main problems



Huston,
Don`t be so worried…



What is Slinky?

Slinky as a friendly, intuitive and easy to use 

platform that links your shared office, in a 

diverse manner - professionally and socially.



How we help workers

➔ Schedule your favorite spot to work.

➔ Check who works with you indoors.

➔ Socialize with workers from other companies.

➔ Be updated on office status and shape.



How we help companies

➔ Know who works in which office and when.

➔ Inspect and analyze office exploitation.

➔ Notify workers on a cross-organization info.



DEMO TIME

Let’s check features 
for companies
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Deep dive



System
Architecture



Let's talk business

➔ Today there is no proper dynamic solution for 

workers and companies like Slinky provide.

➔ Different solutions offered today, are not as wide 

and diverse in its features like Slinky offer.

➔ There is no proper solution for connecting workers 

of different companies, in shared work spaces. 



Thank you


